
  



  

Services



  

Illuminating the Past



  

The past must not remain in the shadow of 
oblivion, but rather be uncovered and 
preserved. Lux Historical Consulting brings 
it back into the present. How? Finding 
unknown ancestors, telling the forgotten 
stories of individuals and families, giving 
new approaches to the history of places 
and buildings, and looking for 
overshadowed facts in archives and 
libraries. This is what we do:
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● Genealogical research;
● Writing of biographies and family 

histories;
● Archive research;
● Transcription, translation, and editing of 

historical documents;
● Historic and cultural consulting for local 

governments, public agencies, and 
publishing and media companies;

● Organization of events;
● Training.



  

Enlightened Companies



  

Some of the world's most successful 
companies use their heritage and collective 
memories to strenghten their brand, to 
enhance the value of their products, to 
capture the interest of potential clients, and 
to align their employees with a common 
vision. Each company has a unique identity 
and leaves a single imprint in the world. 
Lux Historical Consulting will help you to 
value the identity of your business, and to 
organize and promote its heritage, telling 
its unique history, and building a bridge 
between the past and the future.
Through the valorization of the heritage and 
collective memories of your business, we 
will contribute to boost its inner light and to  
project its glow further, generating more 
cohesion, empathy and engagement.
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Our services:
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● Organization of corporate archives;
● Collection of oral histories;
● Creation of stories and images 

databases;
● Content production for communication 

tools (website, leaflets, presentations);
● Writing of books and catalogues on 

corporate history;
● Planning and production of permanent 

or temporary exhibits;
● Providing of contents for training and 

coaching sessions, supported by 
storytelling tools.



  

In the Light of 
Timelessness



  

Besides the old Kronos, God of seasons 
and quantitative time, the Greek mythology 
also included the beautiful and young 
Kairós who, with wings on his shoulders 
and knees, was an extremely agile athlete, 
so fast that could escape the eyes of the 
absentminded. As he does not let himself 
be catched by chronological time, Kairós 
represents the unscheduled time, the time 
of opportunity. He mirrored that moments 
which are unique and unforgetable and, 
because of that, eternal.
Providing everlasting moments is the goal 
of our guided visits for the joyful streets 
and squares of Lisbon. We want to show 
you the secrets of our city, its symbols and 
misteries, giving accurate and compeling 
information in a amusing and interactive 
way. Come with us and discover Lisbon's 
history and stories, as well as its friendly 
people. And then contemplate its unique 
light, so diaphanous, so ethereal... a 
supreme expression of timelessness.
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Our priority is to listen the client and articulate his vision with a 
concret and achievable project, respecting deadlines and budgets. 
So, do not hesitate and contact us. Tell us about your project and 
what you would like to know. Together, we will find the best solution.
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